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Talisman: The Woodland adds a new Region to the game for venturesome heroes to discover.
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A custom-fitted map board and over 100 new cards bring this magical forest vividly to life.
Five brand-new characters offer fantastic new playing experiences.

Spider Queen
Leywalker

Ancient Oak
Scout

Totem Warrior

Ancient Trees Appear as the Mists Clear...

For the first time in countless ages, the mystic Woodland has returned to the mortal realm. Among the towering trees and along
the twisting trails, wealth and power beyond comprehension can be found. But there are dangers as well. King Oberon and
Queen Titania, ageless beings of fate and magic, will not brook invasion of their realm so lightly. Will you pick sides in the

struggle between the monarchs of the fae, or will you strive forward...

…and choose your own Path?

Venture deep among the trees, traveller, and discover your Destiny in the heart of the Woodland!
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Very good game. Short but with all achievements and upgrade it will take several hours of play. The story is sort of odd, but I
really like this game (or visual novel)

pros:the soundtrack is great
  interesting story
  has a mysterious and somewhat dystopian 'real' feel to it; a man trapped in hell dealing with impossible challenges and living
conditions.

cons:can be unexplained at times
  poor translationhere and there

summary: overall I think that this is great and i would reccomend buying it, if anything on sale though.. It's like a modern 3D
Atari Space shooter with blinging lights that go with your custom music. Get the highest score possible and post it on Youtube
for bragging rights if you want. In the end, it's all about challenging your high score and doing better than what you did in the
past.. It seems like an unfinished Game Maker's game. Acceptable graphics, but poor animations (impoverished by low FPS),
specially the transitions between screens. Nothing innovative or interesting, after 15 minutes playing it's boring by mechanics
seens in another classic and indie games, but precariously implemented.

The control and shooting is a little weird. There isn't AI on the characters, the stealth doesn't work because the shooters aren't a
menace and you can posses the guards from a little far and under the corner where they are, without being seen.

If you are searching puzzle platform games, better options are Super Meat Boy, The Lost Vikings or Stealth Bastard Deluxe.

Sorry, but it was tedious for me.. Interesting multiplayer game. We control a viking character and and our task consists in taking
the points and reach the enemy base. We can choose from several classes and the whole is complemented by numerous maps
and a variety of flying ships..
It is not enough servers, but does not have a problem finding a game.
The graphics are a little bad, but totally do not mind.

I recommend.. I feel reborn. Bought this hoping for the song used during the credits, but it is not included unfortunately.. i like
the game wondering when the other nights after night 2 will be added. I like it. Though as others have said the game is kind of
clunky.
Also I think it would be cool if the game creators did something like Game Dev did and allow mods to the game.
Still pretty cool game. Just need to figure out how to consistantly make money.
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You can shoot nazi's, what else do you want.. Very impressive for early acess! Solid and smooth controls, vibrant graphics,
awesome sound and voiceover. And a huge thumb sup to the killer soundtrack. Phenomenal Game. To start off I would like to
mention I've spent years downhill mountain biking to anybody else in the same shoes wondering about this game.

Gameplay: Instantly I felt full control over the bike, inertia and looseness. You feel a bit sloppy at first, but you'll pick it up, just
like riding a bike. The game features a rogue-like progression through a "season". You only get so much health before your
season ends and you start over. If you complete the boss "jump" level of its respective area you move on to the next
environment(level). You need to do this three times total to unlock the next environment permanently creating a really nice
paced progression. There is an open area for stunts featured as a lobby in between gameplay modes. 5\/5

Level Design: Procedural level keep things fresh and don't allow for speedrunning in multiplayer also keeping things fair.
Starting with the first area things are fairly mellow, but a great introduction into controlling your bike both downhill scrubbing
speed off carefully with burms or getting the perfect launches into the air and landing like a boss. As you make it to the second
area forward the difficulty curve steepens (pun intended). Yet feels like a fully welcomed challenge as you are now learning
how to slow your bike down from intense inclines to loose corners making you powerslide to the next setup. 5\/5

Diversity: Anything from bike, t-shirts or glove skins to a chicken helmet. You can customise pretty much anything, adding a lot
of replay-ability itself. As you move through your season you get to choose from a selection of different tracks depending on
your taste in downhill, stunts or a mellow burmed race. You can even end up being lucky enough to attempt a sponsor race
giving you off-road, downhill or stunt specialisations. 5\/5

Soundtrack: Absolutely amazing drum and bass soundtrack that fits the game's fast paced game play. It also becomes a
progression on it's own as the soundtrack will progress to a new set list every time you make it to a new environment. Keeping
things fresh yet familiar to each respective environment. 5\/5

Graphics: Nothing groundbreaking, but it looks great even at 4K resolution and the quality is to a standard that it doesn't break
immersion whatsoever. Experienced zero frame-drops period. Which is great right out of the box. 3.5\/5. No Man's Sky 2.0

Makes a game that a lot of people want.
Makes a pre-release version of the game
Puts it up on Early Access to sell players that the game will recieve updates
Cashes it in
However 'No Man's Sky recieved multiple updates' after launch,
I haven't noticed a single one...

Don't buy this game, by all means
Just don't buy this game.
You are giving someone money to get an early access game that will never change.. The game looks and plays like a Facebook
game, it's even impossible to lose. I kept waiting for the tutorial to be over but it turned out to be one big tutorial you can't lose.

It probably takes about 3 hours to complete (I was regularly away from my PC while it was still running thus 6 hours displayed).

It has achievements you unlock through the menu, yet they don't have them through Steam nobody can see I 100% completed
this "game".

I wouldn't recommend this game at any price, I only finished it because I knew I was halfway through by the time I realised the
tutorial was the entire game. It didn't help that the last 20 minutes was just grinding out points to buy temples.

tldr; don't buy this, if it's already too late when you see this, click the hand of God quickly. You can get multiple returns that
register as one click.. Really good and really smooth twin stick shooter. I love the graphics and I really like how things explode
into bits when killed or destroyed. The accessories and weapons are all pretty fine and all the weapons are relatively usable as
well, which is rare for today's games.

The developer constantly replies to threads and is always listening to the feedback given in the forums, which is just
astoundingly great.
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I haven't come across any bugs in this game yet and anything that I think needs to be changed the developer has addressed
already and stated he will be doing something about it in his next update. I'd really recommend this game if you even mildly
enjoy twin sticks, zombies, or games with online multiplayer and the option for single player as well.

8.5\/10. Now i'm gonna go play some more. Airport looks beautiful just like in real life. However I don't recommend the
investment if you don't have a good computer as your frames will be shredded. Refunding as the looks and price aren't worth the
trade off in performance. If you can handle a low frame approach and take off, or have a top tier graphics card, then it could be
worth a look. I run a Ryzen 7 1700 and gtx1060 6gb.. how do u access dlc. So here's the verdict : I spent 2$ on this game and I
enjoyed it. It was fun, despite some obvious flaws and hilarity.

What this game is not : Serious. A Heretic/Hexen clone.

What to do/expect : To die alot at the hands of laser-blaster wielding psychedelic Bugs Bunnies in a rainbow happy fantasy land.
To have gigglefits when your character dies and lets out a horrid scream. To die alot from falling. The game is very forgiving in
regards to player death, so its fairly comic and inconsequential.

Things I wish could be better? Some menus, control options. Deathmatch/CTF. Also, the rabbit lasers pretty much run train on
you and could do for a mild nerf.

I love it. Thank you.
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